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Hire or Fire? The Link between 
Cabinet Investiture and Removal 

in Parliamentary Democracies 

Ulrich Sieberer 

18.1. INTRODUCTION 

In parliamentary democracies, the most important power of parliaments is 
selecting and holding accountable the cabinet. The importance of this 'elect
oral function' was first stated by Walter Bagehot in the mid-nineteenth 
century: 'The elective is now the most important function of the House of 
Commons. [ ... ] It may be said that the House of Commons does not rule, it 
only elects the rulers' (Bagehot 1963 [1867], 117, 123). Since then, cabinet 
selection has been included in all catalogues of parliamentary functions, albeit 
under different names (e.g. Loewenberg and Patterson 1979; Norton 1990; 
Packenham 1990 [1970]; Patzelt 2003; Schiittemeyer 2003). However, the 
treatment of cabinet selection and removal was for a long time characterized 
by loose language and a lack of conceptual clarity. This is already evident in 
Bagehot's original formulation. The House of Commons does not elect the 
cabinet which is appointed by the monarch. However, the Commons' right to 
remove the cabinet for political reasons via a no-confidence vote (NCV) 
together with strong and united political parties in practice leads to a situation 
in which the monarch is bound in his or her decision by the majority situation 
in parliament. Thus, the constellation Bagehot describes results from parlia
ment's power to remove the cabinet, not to elect it. The convention that a 
cabinet resigns when losing the vote after the Speech from the Throne was 
only firmly established in 1924-well after Bagehot's writing (see Kelso, 
Chapter 2, this volume). As I will argue in this chapter, the conceptual 
distinction between formal parliamentary involvement in cabinet selection 
and its powers with regard to cabinet removal is crucial. 
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More recently, there have been important advances with regard to tlw 
treatment of parliamentary rights in cabinet selection and removal. The 
principal-agent (PA)-based conceptualization of parliamentary demoo·a 
cies as chains of delegation and accountability (Str0m 2000, 2003; Stmm 
et al. 2003) offers an integrative framework for understanding the various 
institutional links between parliament and cabinet and for theorizing about 
how these mechanisms are interrelated. Detailed descriptive information 
on these links and their empirical variation has been compiled for Western 
European countries (Bergman et al. 2003). Coalition research has ino·eas 
ingly included institutional variables in its theories and has systematically 
analysed their effects on various aspects of cabinet formation, cabinet 
governance, and cabinet termination (Bergman 1993; Str0m et al. 1994; 
Str0m et al. 2008). 

However, there are at least two important gaps in the treatment of cabinet 
selection and removal rules. First, systematic information on the various 
institutional links between parliament and cabinet is mostly confined to 
Western European democracies. Second, the rules for cabinet selection and 
removal have largely been analysed in isolation even though they can be 
understood as two mechanisms serving the same purpose, that is, ensuring 
successful delegation from parliament to the cabinet. 

This chapter contributes to filling these gaps in two ways. First, it provides 
descriptive data on cabinet selection and removal rules in twenty-five 
European democracies, twelve of which are not covered in the country 
chapters of this volume. Second, it systematically analyses the link between 
parliamentary powers in cabinet selection and removal. On the theoretical 
level, I advance a PA-based 'substitutability thesis' according to which 
selection and removal powers should be negatively related. I contrast this 
view with a 'complementarity thesis' based on the classic notion of separ 
ation of powers that understands both as elements of generally strong or 
weak parliaments, and thus presumes a positive relationship between selec 
tion and removal rules. Empirically, I test three sets of competing hypoth~ 
eses derived from these two perspectives and find strong support for the 
substitutability view. 

The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 18.2 introduces the P A conceptu 
alization of parliamentary democracies as chains of delegation. Section 18.3 
briefly summarizes the current state of knowledge on parliamentary involve~ 
ment in cabinet selection and removal and its effects. Section 18.4 introduces 
the relevant institutional variables, develops indices to measure parliamentary 
powers in cabinet selection and removal, and maps the institutional variation 
across the twenty-five democracies. Section 18.5 develops the substitutability 
and complementarity theses in more detail, derives competing hypotheses, 
and tests them. Section 18.6 concludes by discussing the implications of my 
findings and pointing out perspectives for future research. 
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18.2. PARLIAMENT AND CABINET IN THE 

CHAIN OF DELEGATION 
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The argument of this chapter builds on the P A model of parliamentary 
democracy as a chain of delegation in which decision-making authority is 
delegated from the citizens as ultimate principal via the parliament to the 
prime minister and his or her cabinet and finally to civil servants. A chain of 
accountability runs reversely from bureaucrats to the citizenry (Str0m 2000, 
2003). The central decision-making body in this chain is the cabinet. Parlia
ment should thus not be conceptualized as an independent policymaker but 
rather as a collective actor delegating decision-making power to agents, 
especially the cabinet and indirectly the bureaucracy (Sieberer 2011). This 
delegation is beneficial for parliamentary actors because it allows them to 
capitalize on bureaucratic capacity and expertise and the higher decision
malting ability of the cabinet as a smaller body. However, delegation always 
creates the danger of agency loss, especially the moral hazard problem, 
because agents (in our case the cabinet and the bureaucracy) can use the 
delegated power and their superior information in ways that are inconsistent 
with the wishes of the principal (in our case the parliamentary majority). In 
parliamentary democracies, these problems should be endemic because the 
chain of delegation is long and features few ex post controls and competing 
agents. Thus, the main protection against agency loss is rigorous ex ante 
screening of agents to ensure that they share the preferences of their respective 
principals (Str0m 2003). 

How do parliamentary democracies ensure successful preference alignment 
between the parliamentary majority and the cabinet? The most important 
mechanisms are strong and cohesive political parties that align actor prefer
ences across institutional arenas (Muller 2000). The strength of parties is in 
turn based on the institutional power of parliament to recall the cabinet at any 
time for political reasons, which creates incentives to build stable coalitions in 
parliament (Cox 1987). 

Beyond political parties, parliament and cabinet are linked by several 
institutional mechanisms that define the 'contract' between principal and 
agent. Following the general P A literature, it is useful to distinguish between 
ex ante and ex post mechanisms (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991; Lupia 2003; 
Str0m 2003). The most important ex ante mechanism is the way an agent 
comes into office-in our case the institutional rules of cabinet selection. 
A principal enjoying freedom in choosing agents and good information on 
potential candidates is more likely to pick an agent with similar preferences 
who will in turn follow the principal's wishes out of self-interest. Furthermore, 
the delegation contract can contain prescriptions about future agent behav
iour, for example if parliament has to confirm the government programme 
before or right after cabinet inauguration. The key ex post mechanism, on the 
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other hand, is the constant right of a parliamentary majority to recall the 
cabinet. Owing to anticipatory effects, this right ties parliament and cabinet 
even if no-confidence votes are rarely used and are often not in the immediate 
interest of the parliamentary majority (Diermeier and Feddersen 1998; Huber 
1996a). While the right to recall is the defining characteristic of all parliamen
tary democracies (Muller et al. 2003), we will see in Section 18.4 that the 
details of no-confidence procedures differ between countries, affecting the 
intensity of ex post control. 

18.3. THE INSTITUTIONAL LINK BETWEEN 
PARLIAMENT AND CABINET: THE STORY SO FAR 

Despite the theoretical importance of the link between parliament and cabinet, 
institutional differences in this link and their consequences have attracted only 
scattered scholarly attention (see Sieberer 2010, 102-14 and Rasch et al., 
Chapter 19, this volume). Most of these studies focus on the question of how 
different institutional features affect cabinet formation, cabinet governance, 
and cabinet termination. First, several authors have assessed the impact of a 
parliamentary investiture requirement ('positive parliamentarism') on cabinet 
format (Bergman 1993; Martin and Stevenson 2001; Mitchell and Nybladc 
2008, and Chapter 19, this volume), the duration of cabinet formation 
(Bergman 1995; De Winter and Dumont 2008), the way coalition cabinets 
deal with internal conflicts (Andeweg and Timmerman 2008), cabinet dur 
ation (King et al. 1990; Warwick 1994; Saalfeld 2008), and the reasons for 
cabinet termination (Damgaard 2008). Second, scholars have assessed the 
advantages of the formateur as privileged agenda-setter in the cabinet forma· 
tion process, both in formal models (Austen-Smith and Banks 1988; Baron 
1991) and empirically (Diermeier and Merlo 2004; Back and Dumont 200H). 
Third, there are arguments that the voting method on investiture votes can 
affect cabinet formation because secret voting decreases party unity and can, 
via anticipation, lead parties to forgo cabinet options with slim marginK 
(Sieberer 2010; see also Riker 1962). 

Turning to no-confidence procedures as ex post mechanism, the construct 
ive NCV that requires parliament to elect a new prime minister in order to 
oust the current one is expected to stabilize cabinets and thus to weaken 
parliamentary ex post control (Bergman et al. 2003). An absolute, instead of 
simple, majority requirement for recalling the cabinet should have the same 
effect (Bergman et al. 2003), even though this effect could not be found 
empirically, probably owing to the small number of countries with absolutv 
majority requirement and their high variation with regard to cabinet duration 
(Saalfeld 2008). 
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These studies as well as the various country chapters in this volume 
show that the institutional details of cabinet selection and removal affect 
important aspects of politics and, by implication, policy. However, existing 
work neglects one crucial aspect: the theoretical and empirical relationship 
between cabinet selection and removal. This neglect is problematic for two 
reasons. First, an overall assessment of the relationship between parliament 
and cabinet presupposes a comprehensive analysis of their institutional 
links. Second, the FA-framework emphasizes that different institutional 
mechanisms connecting cabinet and parliament can at least partly substi
tute for each other. Thus, the relationship between these mechanisms 
deserves explicit theorizing and empirical testing. Before turning to this 
task in Section 18.5, Section 18.4 identifies relevant variables and maps the 
institutional variation in cabinet selection and removal rules in twenty-five 
European democracies. 

18.4. INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION IN 
PARLIAMENTARY SELECTION AND REMOVAL 

POWERS VIS-A- VIS THE CABINET 

18.4.1. Relevant Variables 

The rules on cabinet selection and removal differ across countries in a number 
of important ways that can be used to measure parliamentary powers in these 
processes. Let us start with cabinet selection. The most fundamental question 
is whether parliaments are formally involved in this process at all or whether 
the prime minister and his or her cabinet are appointed without parliamentary 
involvement, usually by the Head of State. This distinction largely mirrors 
Bergman's (1993) concept of positive versus negative parliamentarism.1 

Obviously, a parliamentary majority sidelined in cabinet selection lacks insti
tutional means to actively ensure a cabinet composition in line with its 
preferences.2 If parliament is actively involved in this process institutional 
details of the selection process become important. As I argued in more detail 
elsewhere (Sieberer 2011; 2012) four institutional variables are relevant: the 

1 The difference is that Bergman also treats cases in which parliament is formally involved in 
cabinet selection but the cabinet is approved if no majority votes against it as negative 
parliamentarism. 

2 Of course, the dominant role of political parties provides parliamentary party leaders with 
some influence on the bargaining process over cabinet formation because they tend to belong to 
the collective party leadership. However, this influence is not institutionally guaranteed and thus 
less secure over time. 
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institutional admissibility of competing candidates, the right to nominate 
candidates (which is closely related to the literature on formateur advantages), 
the majority requirement, and the voting method. Parliaments enjoy stronger 
electoral powers if more than one candidate can be nominated (because the 
agenda-setter power of a single nominating actor is reduced) and if parlia
mentary as opposed to extra-parliamentary actors may nominate candidates. 
Furthermore, the influence of parliamentary actors is higher if cabinet inaug
uration requires an absolute compared to a simple majority. Finally, secret 
voting gives parliamentary actors, especially intra-party minorities, more 
influence than open voting. 

These variables are directly tied to the dimensions of institutional variation 
discussed by Rasch et al. in Chapter 19, this volume. The number of candidates 
and the nominating actor refer to the distinction between ex ante and ex post 
investiture votes. The majority requirement and the voting method capture 
cameral decision rules. The possibility of multiple rounds is incorporated in 
the index discussed below by focusing on the final ballot, which following the 
logic of backward induction should be decisive for actors' strategies. 3 

These four variables can be combined in an overall index of parliamentary 
electoral power that was developed to capture the role of parliament in 
selecting external office-holders such as constitutional judges or ombudsmen 
(see Sieberer 2012 for details on index construction and robustness tests). In 
creating this index, I first distinguish six constellations based on the potential 
number of candidates (one or more than one) and the actors who may 
nominate these candidates (parliamentary actors; external ones such as 
heads of state; government actors), and assign them numerical values between 
0 and 1. The value of 0 is given to cases in which the cabinet is selected without 
parliamentary involvement. The two scenarios in which cabinet actors nom·· 
inate candidates (values 0.16 and 0.33) are irrelevant in the context of cabinet 
investiture. The remaining four constellations are empirically relevant. They 
are assigned numerical values of 0.5 if parliament votes on only one, externally 
nominated, candidate; 0.66 for elections with potentially competing candi· 
dates nominated by external actors; 0.83 for an up-or-down vote on a single 
candidate nominated by a parliamentary actor; and 1 for competitive elect 
ions between candidates nominated by parliamentary actors. To capture the 

3 A short note on the other dimensions: I neglect cameral politics because in the twenty-fiw 
countries covered by the empirical analysis only a single second chamber (the Italian Senate) 
participates in cabinet investiture. Differences in the fall-back option in case cabinet investiture 
fails are disregarded because the fall-back option is not regulated in several countries. Finally, 
I do not differentiate between the object of the investiture vote (prime minister only; cabinet; 
policy programme) because there is no apparent scale to measure the relative importance ol 
these different objects for the overall power of a parliament to control the cabinet via investiture. 
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additional influence parliamentary actors gain by a heightened majority re
quirement, these values are then multiplied by a factor of 1.5 if the election 
requires an absolute instead of a simple majority.4 Finally, I add a score of 0.33 
if a secret instead of open ballot is used to capture the additional power secret 
voting transfers to individual MPs and intra-party minorities. The final 
Electoral Powers Index thus has a theoretical range from 0 (no parliamentary 
involvement) to 1.83 (election between multiple candidates nominated by 
parliamentary actors requiring an absolute majority on a secret ballot). 

The powers of parliamentary actors in cabinet removal and thus their ex 
post control over the cabinet vary with regard to three important institutional 
features: the constructive nature of the no-confidence vote, the majority 
requirement, and the possible object of such a vote. First, some cabinets can 
only be removed by a constructive NCV, that is, parliament has to elect a new 
prime minister to replace the old one. This procedure, first implemented in the 
German Basic Law in 1949 and copied in several European democracies, is 
designed to protect the cabinet from removal by a purely negative parliamen
tary majority that is unable to form a viable alternative. Obviously, the 
requirement to elect a new cabinet in order to remove the current one weakens 
the ex post control of parliamentary actors. Second, an absolute majority 
requirement to remove the cabinet provides additional stability because ab
stentions count in favour of the incumbent cabinet. Thus, a cabinet may be 
able to stay in office even though more MPs vote for its removal than against 
it. Third, countries differ in whether NCV s can only be directed against the 
prime minister and the cabinet as a whole or can also address individual 
ministers. NCV s against individual ministers allow parliamentary actors more 
targeted interventions that may force the resignation of a minister, especially 
in cases of political scandals, without bringing down the entire cabinet 
(Bergman et al. 2003). As in the case of NCVs in general, these procedures 
do not have to be employed regularly because anticipatory effects are often 
strong enough to trigger the voluntary resignation of a controversial minister 
or his or her dismissal by the prime minister. 

I construct a simple index to provide an overall measure of parliamentary 
cabinet removal powers. Parliaments are least powerful if they can only 
remove the cabinet by an absolute majority in a constructive vote of no 
confidence, followed by a constructive vote of no confidence with a simple 
majority. Parliaments are stronger if they can remove the cabinet without 
electing a successor by absolute majority and strongest if a simple majority is 
sufficient. I assign the values 1 to 4 to these four scenarios, with higher 
numbers indicating stronger parliaments. This index is first applied to NCV 

4 Qualified majority requirements can be ignored here because they are not used in cabinet 
investiture procedures. 
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procedures directed at the prime minister and the cabinet as a whole. In a 
second step, I code parliamentary powers to remove individual ministers using 
the same procedure. In a third step, the two numbers are added weighting 
NCVs against individual ministers by the factor 0.5.5 This final Removal 
Powers Index has a range from 1 (only constructive NCV with absolute 
majority requirement against the prime minster and the cabinet as a whole) 
to 6 (ordinary NCV vote by simple majority against the prime minister and 
individual ministers). 

18.4.2. Empirical Variation in Twenty-Five 
European Democracies 

This section describes empirical variation in cabinet selection and removal 
rules across European democracies, which has so far only been mapped for 
Western European countries (Bergman etal., 2003). I analyse twenty-five 
democracies, that is, all parliamentary EU countries at the time of data 
collection in 2006 as well as Norway.6 France is treated as a parliamentary 
democracy because the central defining characteristic-the ability of a parlia· 
mentary majority to vote the cabinet out of office-is fulfilled even during 
periods of cohabitation (Muller et al. 2003). All investiture rules are coded 
from the relevant legal sources, information on the websites of the respective 
parliaments, and personal communication with the parliaments and country 
experts, and reflect the situation in 2006 (see Sieberer 2010, Appendix C for 
details). In case of multiple, institutionally different ballots on cabinet selec· 
tion, I usually code the rules on the last ballot because rational actors should 
evaluate the strategic situation from this endpoint (see Rasch et al., 
Chapter 19, this volume)? 

Table 18.1 provides data on cabinet selection rules. We see that nineteen of 
the twenty-five parliaments are actively involved in cabinet selection, either via 
a formal election or an obligatory confidence vote as soon as the cabinet 
assumes office. This number includes the United Kingdom following Kelso's 
argument that the Speech from the Throne can be counted as an ex post 

5 Using a weaker factor of 0.33 leads to virtually identical results as the indices are correlakd 
with r = 0.99 for the cases covered here. 

6 Since 2006, Bulgaria, Croatia, and Romania have joined the EU. For information on 
Romania see Chiva, Chapter 12, in this volume. Cyprus is excluded because it has a presidential 
system without parliamentary accountability of the cabinet. 

7 One exception is Germany, where I code the second ballot because an election on the third 
ballot gives the Head of State a discretionary choice to appoint the elected chancellor or dissolv(' 
parliament and call for new elections. I assume that parliamentary actors try to avoid thi~> 
uncertainty. 
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investiture vote (Kelso, Chapter 2, this volume). Sixteen of these cases arc 
classified as 'positive parliamentarism' (Bergman 1993 ), that is, the cabinet has 
to gain a (simple or absolute) majority in parliament. In Belgium, Sweden, 
and Portugal, on the other hand, cabinets are confirmed if there is no 
parliamentary majority against them. This constitutes a lower hurdle because 
abstentions count in favour of the cabinet. Bergman classifies these cases as 
well as all cases without a parliamentary vote on the cabinet as 'negative 
parliamentarism'.8 The third column of Table 18.1 shows that fifteen parlia· 
ments can only vote on one candidate for prime minister or vote on an 
incumbent prime minister or cabinet directly after appointment. Competitive 
elections between more than one candidate on the final ballot are only possible 
in Estonia, Finland, Germany, and Poland, and even in these countries the first 
ballot consists of an up-or-down vote on a single candidate. 

Given the dearth of competitive elections, the right to nominate candidates 
is particularly important because it provides this actor with an agenda-setter 
advantage (Romer and Rosenthal 1978). Parliamentary actors enjoy this 
advantage in only a minority of eight cases, that is, in the four countries 
with competitive elections as well as in Ireland, the Czech Republic, Sweden, 
and (along with the Head of State) Slovenia. In the remaining eleven countries, 
candidates are nominated by the Head of State, that is, either a monarch or an 
elected President. While these actors certainly anticipate the distribution of 
power in parliament and will not nominate candidates who they expect to lose 
the vote in parliament, they can occasionally influence the choice of the 
cabinet in complex bargaining situations (e.g. see Str0m et al. 1994, 312-13; 
Laver and Schofield 1998 [1990], 206-11; Bergman et al. 2003, 148-51; Kang 
2009). Only the cabinets in Germany and Hungary require the support of an 
absolute majority of all MPs whereas a simple majority is sufficient in all other 
cases. Finally, the last column of Table 18.1 shows that most votes on cabinet 
selection are open, which limits the power of intra-party minorities, especially 
within the cabinet parties. Such groups can only profit from secret voting in 
Germany, Lithuania, Slovakia, and Slovenia. At least in Germany, the chan· 
cellor usually cannot muster all votes from the cabinet parties in his or her 
election, turning some of these elections into very narrow victories (Siebercr 
2010, 112-13).9 

8 At the time of Bergman's coding, Belgium still displayed positive parliamentarism becaww 
the cabinet needed a simple majority on a compulsory confidence motion after taking office 
(Andre et al., Chapter 3, this volume). 

9 Most famously, Konrad Adenauer received exactly the necessary number of votes in his first 
election in 1949, while Helmut Schmidt (1976) and Helmut Kohl (1994) each received one vot" 
more than necessary. On the sub-national level, there are at least two examples of recent cabinets 
that failed to come into existence owing to actual or announced intra-party defections on the 
investiture vote (Sieberer 2010, 1, llZ-13). 
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Table 18.2 Institutional Rules on Cabinet Removal in Twenty-Five 
European Democracies 

Only constructive Majority Voting NCV against 
NCV requirement method ministers 

Austria No Simple Open Yes 
Belgium Yes Absolute Open Yes 
Czech No Absolute Open No 
Republic 
Denmark No Simple Open Yes 
Estonia No Absolute Open Yes 
Finland No Simple Open Yes 
France No Absolute Open No 
Germany Yes Absolute Secret No 
Greece No Absolute Open Yes 
Hungary Yes Absolute Open No 
Ireland No Simple Open No 
Italy1 No Simple Open Yes 
Latvia No Simple Open Yes 
Lithuania No Absolute Secret Yes 
Luxembourg No Simple Open Yes 
Malta No Absolute Open No 
Netherlands No Simple Open Yes 
Norway No Simple Open Yes 
Poland Yes Absolute Open Yes 
Portugal No Absolute Open No 
Slovakia No Absolute Secret Yes 
Slovenia Yes Absolute Secret Yes 
Spain Yes Absolute Open No 
Sweden No Absolute Open Yes 
United No Simple Open No 
Kingdom 

Note: The table reflects the rules in place on 1 january 2006. 
1 The Senate has equal rights to remove the cabinet via a vote of no confidence. 
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Table 18.2 provides data on the variation in cabinet removal rules in our set 
of twenty-five democracies. First, we find six countries in which the cabinet 
can only be ousted by electing a successor in a constructive NCV. Second, 
absolute majorities are necessary in fifteen cases and thus much more fre
quently than in cabinet selection. Third, the voting method is exactly the same 
as for cabinet elections, that is, we find secret voting in only four countries. 
Finally, sixteen of the twenty-five parliaments can remove individual ministers 
via NCVs. 

Table 18.3 provides data on the Electoral Powers Index and Removal 
Powers Index for the twenty-five countries. It also contains the ISO country 
codes that will be used below. The next section analyses the theoretical and 
empirical relationship between ex ante selection and ex post removal powers of 
parliaments with regard to the cabinet. 
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Table 18.3 Indices of the Electoral and Removal Powers of 
Parliaments 

ISO Electoral Removal 
Powers Index Powers Index 

Austria AT 0 6 

Belgium BE 0.5 2.5 

Czech cz 0.83 3 

Republic 
Denmark DK 0 6 

Estonia EE 4.5 

Finland FI 1 6 

France FR 0 3 

Germany DE 1.83 

Greece GR 0.5 4.5 

Hungary HU 0.75 

Ireland IE 0.83 4 

Italy IT 0.5 6 

Latvia LV 0.5 6 

Lithuania LT 0.83 4.5 

Luxembourg LU 0.5 6 

Malta MT 0 3 
Netherlands NL 0 6 

Norway NO 0 6 

Poland PL 2.5 

Portugal PT 0.5 3 

Slovakia SK 0.83 4.5 

Slovenia SI 1.16 2.5 

Sweden SE 0.83 4.5 

Spain SP 0.5 

United GB 0.5 4 

Kingdom 

Note: See main text for index construction. 

18.5. SUBSTITUTABILITY OR 
COMPLEMENTARITY? THE RELATIONSHIP 

OF SELECTION AND REMOVAL POWERS 

18.5.1. Theoretical Perspectives and Hypotheses 

As Section 18.4 has shown, parliamentary power in selecting and removing the 
cabinet varies, raising the question of whether and how the two mechanisms arc 
related. In this section, I develop two competing views on this relationship-the 
substitutability thesis based on P A theory and the complementarity thesis taken 
from the classic separation of powers notion. From these theses, I derive a set ol 
competing hypotheses to be tested with the empirical data presented above. 
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From a P A perspective, parliamentary powers in cabinet selection and 
removal are two means for reaching the same goal: allowing parliamentary 
actors to reap the benefits of delegation to the cabinet while at the same time 
minimizing the danger of agency loss. A strong role in cabinet selection 
addresses this challenge ex ante and focuses on selecting agents with similar 
preferences via intensive screening and selection ('selecting good types', 
Fearon 1999). Strong removal powers, on the other hand, emphasize an ex 
post mechanism to sanction and, via anticipation, deter deviating behaviour by 
the cabinet ('sanctioning poor performance', Fearon 1999). These two mech
anisms are at least partly substitutable: strong selection rights make ex post 
control less urgent because the preferences of principal and agent are well 
aligned, reducing the intrinsic incentives of agents to behave contrary to the 
principal's wishes. Similarly, an easy removal of the cabinet can substitute for 
direct parliamentary involvement in cabinet selection because the actor for
mally choosing the cabinet -usually the Head of State-will anticipate strong 
ex post control and thus appoint a cabinet that is acceptable for the parlia
mentary majority. Given these substitution effects, the FA-based 'substitut
ability thesis' expects that parliaments should have either strong selection and 
weak removal powers or weak selection and strong removal powers. 

The competing perspective based on the classic separation of powers notion 
conceptualizes electoral competencies and dismissal rights as complementary 
powers that strengthen parliament vis-a-vis the cabinet. Thus, according to 
this 'complementarity thesis', a powerful parliament should be able to actively 
select and easily remove the cabinet, whereas a weak parliament is constrained 
in both respects. 10 Parliaments that combine strength and weakness on the 
two dimensions are deviant cases. 

Table 18.4 Theoretical Expectations on the Relationship between Cabinet Selection 
and Removal Powers 

Strong 

Cabinet removal 
Weak 

Cabinet investiture 

Weak Strong 

II 
Substitutability (PA Theory) Complementarity 

III 
Complementarity 
(Separation of Powers) 

(Separation of Powers) 

IV 
Substitutability (P A Theory) 

10 By definition, every parliament in a parliamentary democracy can in some way oust the 
cabinet. 
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These two theses make competing predictions regarding the patterns ol 
parliamentary strength and weakness in cabinet selection and removal. These 
predictions are visualized in the 2x2 matrix in Table 18.4 that simply dichot 
omizes parliamentary powers on both dimensions. If the substitutability thesis 
is correct, most countries should fall into cells I and IV, whereas the comple 
mentarity thesis expects most cases to be in cells II and III. 

Based on these general theses, I formulate three sets of testable hypotheses. 
The first one concerns the relationship between electoral powers of parliament 
and the constructive vote of no confidence. As argued above, constructiw 
NCVs reduce parliamentary ex post control power. From a PA perspective, 
such control is less needed if parliamentary actors have strong powers in the 
selection of the cabinet as agent. Accordingly, constructive NCV systems 
should display strong electoral powers. The complementarity thesis, on the 
other hand, interprets constructive NCVs as a sign of a weak parliament that 
should go along with weak selection powers. Thus, we can test the following 
set of competing hypotheses to assess the two perspectives: 

Hla (substitutability): The electoral powers of parliament are stronger in systems 
with a constructive, as opposed to an ordinary, NCV. 

H 1 b (complementarity): The electoral powers of parliament are weaker in system 
with a constructive, as opposed to an ordinary, NCV. 

Second, we can formulate expectations on how the majority requirements for 
cabinet selection and removal should be related. A higher majority require 
ment for removal weakens parliamentary ex post control power. From the P A 
perspective, such control is particularly important if the principal has little 
influence on agent selection. Accordingly, parliaments that are not involved 
in cabinet selection should enjoy strong removal powers in order to have at 
least one mechanism to fight agency loss. Furthermore, PA arguments 
emphasize the general benefits of delegation which presupposes the existence 
of an agent capable of acting. Thus, the removal of a cabinet should not lw 
easier than the selection of a successor to avoid times without a working 
cabinet. The complementarity view, on the other hand, regards a parliament 
not involved in cabinet selection as weak and thus also expects limits on 
cabinet removal, in our case a high majority requirement. I therefore advancl' 
the following competing hypotheses as well as one PA hypothesis without 
direct counterpart. 

H2a (substitutability): A parliament not involved in cabinet selection can remove 
the cabinet by a simple majority. 

H2b (complementarity): A parliament not involved in cabinet selection can only 
remove the cabinet by an absolute majority. 

H3 (substitutability): The majority requirement for cabinet selection is never 
higher than the one for cabinet removal. 
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Finally, I study the relationship between the overall indices of electoral and 
removal powers which corresponds most directly to the general claims of 
substitutability versus complementarity. Coined as testable hypotheses, these 
competing views predict: 

H4a (substitutability): The stronger a parliament's electoral powers vis-a-vis the 
cabinet, the weaker are its removal powers. 

H4b (complementarity): The stronger a parliament's electoral powers vis-a-vis 
the cabinet, the stronger are its removal powers. 

18.5.2. The Empirical Relationship in Twenty-Five 
European Democracies 

Let us start with the relationship between the electoral powers of a parliament 
and the existence of constructive NCVs. Figure 18.1 compares the mean 
Electoral Powers Index of parliaments with an ordinary or constructive 
NCV. The left graph contains all twenty-five cases while the right one is 
restricted to those nineteen parliaments that are actively involved in cabinet 
selection because a constructive NCV is logically impossible without parlia
mentary election of the cabinet. 

Both graphs clearly support the substitutability hypothesis Hla over its 
complementarity rival H 1 b. Cabinets that can only be replaced by a constructive 
NCV and are thus subjected to weaker ex post control are selected with higher 
involvement of parliament. Hence, we see the negative relationship between ex 

p = 0.009 p = 0.214 (assuming unequal variances) 

Figure 18.1 The Empirical Relationship between Electoral Powers and the Constructive 
Vote of No Confidence in Twenty-Five European Democracies 
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Table 18.5 Majority Requirements for Cabinet Selection and Removal 

Majority requirement 
on cabinet investiture 

Parliament 
not involved 

Simple 

Absolute 

Majority requirement on NCV 

Simple 

4 
(AT, DK, NL, NO) 

6 
(Fl, GB, IE, IT, LV, LU) 

0 

Absolute 

2 
(FR,MT) 

11 
(BE, CZ, EE, GR, LV, 
PL, PT, SE, SK, SI, SP) 

2 
(DE,HU) 

a~te selection and ex post control power expected by P A arguments. The 
difference is statistically significant at the 5 per cent level for all cases but misses 
customary significance levels for the reduced sample, which is partly due to the 
small number of only nineteen cases in this sample. Note, however, that the 
analysis does not primarily aim at drawing inferences beyond the set of coun 
tries studied. Thus, statistical significance is of less concern here. 

S_econd, I ~nalyse the relationship between the majorities required for 
cabmet _selectw_n and removal (Table 18.5). Again, the data support the 
expectatiOn denved from P A theory. As expected in H3a and in contrast to 
H3b, four of the six cabinets that are selected without parliamentary involve 
ment can be dismissed by a simple majority. Thus, the lack of ex ante selection 
power is compensated by strong ex post control which, as a consequence, 
shoul~ also le~d _to strong anticipation of parliamentary wishes by the Head of 
State m appomtmg the cabinet. The exceptions to this pattern are Malta and 
France. In Malta, the distinction between simple and absolute majority is of 
little practical relevance because of the almost perfect two-party system 
(v:'aschkuhn and ~estler 1999). I~ France, on the other hand, classic separ
~ti~n of_powers ;1ews pla_yed, an rmportant role in designing the system of 
ratwnahzed parhamentansm (Huber 1996b; Nguyen-Duy, Chapter 17, this 

volume) of the Fifth Republic based on the negative experiences with an 
extremely powerful parliament during the Fourth Republic. Thus, France 
can be seen as an exception that proves the rule. 

The empirical data also support H4. As expected, the majority required to 
rem~ve the cabinet is never lower than the one for electing it. The two majority 
reqmrements are equal in eight cases. In eleven cases, the hurdles for removal 
are higher providing an institutional stabilization of incumbent cabinets. This 
~an. be. interpreted as an attempt to safeguard the benefits of delegation by 
mstl_tutwnally ensuring the existence of a cabinet capable of acting. Thus, this 
findmg pr?vides further support for the P A perspective even though there arc 
no theoretical expectations on this account based on the complementarity view. 
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0 
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~EE 
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SE 

Removal Powers Index 
5 

~ Fl 
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6 

The grey lines represent the mean values of the variables' theoretical range 
r = -0.441; b = -0.115; p = 0.027 
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Figure 18.2 The Empirical Relationship between Electoral Powers and Removal 
Powers in Twenty-Five European Democracies 

Finally, I test the overall relationship between electoral and removal powers 
using the aggregate indices introduced above. Figure 18.2 shows a scatterplot 
of these two indices along with the linear best-fit line. The labels use the ISO 
country codes from Table 18.3. The grey grid lines indicate the mean values of 
the theoretical range of the two variables and divide the plot into four 
quadrants that turn Figure 18.2 into an empirical equivalent of the conceptual 
matrix in Table 18.4. The empirical findings provide clear support for the 
substitutability hypothesis H4a over the rival hypothesis H4b. The two indices 
are negatively correlated with r == -0.441, significant at the 5 per cent level.u 
The distribution of cases over the four quadrants further supports this finding. 
Sixteen cases are located in the upper-left and lower-right quadrants, predicted 
by the substitutability perspective, while only five fall in the other two quad
rants associated with the complementarity view. The remaining four cases 
cannot be attributed to one of the perspectives because they fall on the division 
line between weak and strong removal powers. 12 

11 The correlation is even stronger with r = -0.510 (significant at the 1 per cent level) if we 
analyse only the no-confidence procedures directed at the prime minister and the entire cabinet 
without looking at the removal of individual ministers. The correlation is only slightly weaker if 
we eliminate Germany as an extreme case from the analysis. 

12 As the decision to treat the Speech from the Throne in the UK as an investiture vote may be 
controversial, I re-estimated all models coding the UK as not having an investiture procedure 
(Electoral Powers Index = 0). All findings remain virtually unchanged. 
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18.6. CONCLUSION 

As the contributions to this volume have demonstrated, there is evidence that 
institutional rules of cabinet selection and removal affect cabinet formation. 
governance, and termination, and thus indirectly public policy and political 
competition more generally. The power of parliamentary actors in this 
process rests on two institutional pillars: cabinet investiture as an ex anlt' 

mechanism and no-confidence procedures as an ex post control mechanisllL 
This chapter provides the first theoretical and empirical analysis of tlw 
relationship between cabinet selection and removal mechanisms. It showf.; 
that the two are negatively related as expected by P A theory. First, construe! 
ive NCVs, that is, weak ex post control, are observed in parliaments with 
higher ex ante electoral powers. Second, most parliaments without any t'.\ 

ante powers can remove the cabinet relatively easily by a simple majority vok 
and thus have strong ex post control rights. Third, the newly constructed 
overall indices of electoral and removal powers display a substantively strong 
negative correlation. 

These findings have a number of implications for our understanding of 
cabinet investiture and removal and the role parliaments play in this 
process. First, they provide further evidence that the P A framework is 
well suited for modelling the interaction of parliaments and cabinets. 
A particular strength of this approach is its ability to make sense of multipl<' 
institutional links between these bodies and their relationship. By concep 
tualizing cabinet selection and removal as distinct mechanisms aimed at the 
same goal of ensuring successful delegation, it emphasizes that parliaments 
do not necessarily need all possible institutional means to effectively rein in 
the cabinet. 

This leads to a more general point about the institutional power of parlia · 
ments: In contrast to older views, this power is not a one-dimensional concept. 
Instead, it rests on multiple, partly substitutable, institutional mechanisms. 
Elsewhere, I identified direct influence on policymaking, ex ante electoral 
powers, and ex post control powers as three theoretically and empiricall )' 
distinct dimensions of institutional power in Western European parliaments 
(Sieberer 2011). The findings in this chapter provide further evidence for this 
claim, and show that these distinct dimensions are not only found for overall 
parliamentary power but also for more narrowly defined areas such as the 
institutional link between parliament and cabinet. 

Let me close by pointing to some perspectives for future research emer 
ging from the arguments advanced in this chapter. First, the observed variety 
in institutional configurations begs the question of its genesis. From an 
institutional design perspective it would be worthwhile studying whether 
observed differences are mainly due to path-dependence prolonging differ·· 
ent trajectories to democracy-as one might argue, for example, with regard 
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to the British case-or result from deliberate overall institutional design-as 
in the case of the French Fifth Republic, where the founding fathers pursued 
a coordinated plan to weaken parliament vis-a-vis the executive. In recent 
work, Cheibub et al. (2015) explore the origin of investiture procedures, 
demonstrating that the investiture provisions established by constitution 
makers are systematically related to the constitutional powers granted to 
the executive. Constitutions that endowed executives with strong legislative 
agenda powers also endowed parliaments with strong mechanisms to select 
the executive. Second, more attention should be given to the anticipatory 
effects of institutional mechanisms, especially the no-confidence procedure. 
So far, much of the literature assumes that the anticipatory effects of NCV s 
are strong enough to guarantee cabinets in line with parliamentary prefer
ences regardless of the institutional process of cabinet formation and re
moval. However, the strength of these effects should vary depending on the 
institutional details of the cabinet removal process. Spelling out these dif
ferences could provide a more nuanced picture of the importance of the 
removal compared to the cabinet selection process. Third, it would be 
interesting to explore the behavioural record on investiture and no 
confidence votes, and potential differences emerging from institutional vari
ation. Is the behaviour of parliamentary actors on such votes so predictable 
that they can be treated as the mere formality that investiture votes are often 
perceived to be? Or does a closer look reveal interesting deviations, for 
example with regard to party unity, that need to be taken into account? 
And finally, does the usage and success of NCV s differ depending on the 
rules of cabinet selection and/or the performance of cabinets on investiture 
votes, as the observed substitutability of these institutional mechanisms 
would imply? 
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